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Welcome to the latest issue of the IDT Integration Insider e-newsletter.
After a brief hiatus the Insider is back with the latest news and
information about the business process improvement technology that
affects you and your business.
This month we’ve got lots to share with you, including information about:
●
●
●
●
●

Check imaging technology
Rights management services
Microsoft Dynamics
An announcement for EMC DX2000 (DiskXtender) customers
And news and events from our partners

Happy Reading,
The IDT Team

Check Imaging Systems: Not Just for Banks and Financial Institutions
Take advantage of improvements and efficiencies made possible by Check 21.
Revolutionize check capture and cash flow. It’s possible and solutions are available now. Check
imaging solutions can accelerate cash flow in all types and sizes of businesses and organizations –
they’re not just for banks or financial institutions anymore. Check out this article for more
information on the check capture revolution!
Read the article.
Check out Kodak solution information.

Using Microsoft Windows Rights Management Services to Comply with Government
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Regulations
Courtesy of Microsoft
Organizations across industries and geographic boundaries are challenged to find the most effective
means to meet government regulations that direct the archival of corporate documents and
protection of personal information. Specifically, organizations in government, financial services
(including the credit bureau industry), healthcare, life sciences, and education must comply with
regulations targeted directly at how they control sensitive information. In addition, state and
international laws carry their own impact as to how companies must safeguard information.
Read the white paper.
Get the latest information.
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Question: I keep hearing about “Microsoft Dynamics.” What is it and what’s happening
with Microsoft Business Solutions?
Answer: Microsoft has introduced Microsoft Dynamics as the product brand for its financial
management, supply chain management, and customer relationship management (CRM) solutions.
The leading business applications formerly titled Microsoft Business Solutions have been renamed
under this brand. These changes reflect the direction Microsoft is taking with business technology:
an approach that centers on how people work and on process-centric design. Microsoft chose
"Dynamics" because customers indicated that they found the name meaningful as they pursue their
objectives under constantly-shifting market, technology, and business conditions.
Simplified solution names
The latest names for Microsoft products that may already be at work in your business as Microsoft
Business Solutions include:
●
●
●
●
●

Microsoft
Microsoft
Microsoft
Microsoft
Microsoft

Dynamics
Dynamics
Dynamics
Dynamics
Dynamics

AX replaces Microsoft Axapta
GP replaces Microsoft Great Plains
NAV replaces Microsoft Navision
SL replaces Microsoft Solomon
CRM replaces Microsoft CRM

Find out more here.
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Looking ahead: More information to come in future editions of the Insider about new features and
functionality available in the latest releases of Microsoft Dynamics GP and Microsoft Dynamics CRM.
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A Special Announcement for EMC DX2000 (DiskXtender) Customers
EMC has announced both the End of Sale and End of Support dates for DiskXtender 2000 software
v5.5. Customers under IDT/EMC software assurance/support contracts are eligible to receive
DiskXtender for Windows v6.0 at no charge.
Please contact your IDT account representative to engage the IDT professional services team to
assist you in scoping out and performing the required upgrade services from DiskXtender 2000 to
DiskExtender for Windows 6.0.
For users not currently under maintenance contracts: If you purchase the retro-active lapsed
maintenance, in addition to current maintenance fees, you can then receive DiskXtender for
Windows v6.0 software at no additional cost. Please contact your IDT account representative at 1630-875-1100.
Migration Schedules for these Storage Management Solutions:
DiskXtender 5.50

All Versions

End of Sale

3/30/2006

End of EMC LEGATO Support

3/30/2007

Total Solution to Accelerate Check Processing is Now Available from Kodak
New Solutions Portfolio Capitalizes on Legislation to Speed Traditional Payment Clearing for Banks,
Businesses and Government Offices
ROCHESTER, NY, February 1, 2006 - Checks clear faster. That’s the bottom line for a new suite of
hardware, software, and professional services from Eastman Kodak Company’s document imaging
business available now to help financial institutions, businesses, and government offices quickly
and easily convert paper checks to digital images at the point of check presentment. The solution
offers improvements in management, archive and communication of payment-related information,
leading to accelerated clearance and payment and reductions in costs associated with check
processing.
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Read the press release.

New EMC CLARiiON AX150 and AX150i Systems Deliver Advanced Networked Storage to
Small and Medium Businesses
Partner-Delivered Fibre Channel and iSCSI Systems Equip SMBs and Branch Offices with Easy-toUse and Effective Information Storage and Management
HOPKINTON, Mass.-Monday, April 3, 2006 - EMC Corporation today introduced the EMC®
CLARiiON® AX150 and AX150i networked storage systems for small and medium businesses
(SMBs) and the distributed enterprise. Featuring second generation iSCSI technology, SATA II disk
drive support and enhanced data protection, the new CLARiiON AX150 systems are part of the EMC
Insignia line of products for SMBs. EMC Insignia products are available in the U.S. through
distributors Ingram Micro Inc. and Tech Data, EMC Velocity SMB solution providers and select EMC
partners. The new CLARiiON AX150 systems are also available worldwide from select EMC partners
and Dell as the Dell|EMC AX150 and AX150i.
Read the press release.

Kofax Ships Adobe LiveCycle Barcoded Forms 7.0 for Ascent Capture
New Advanced Barcode and Information Capture Product from Adobe and Kofax Streamlines Paperbased and Online Business Processes, Dramatically Reducing Costs Associated with Manually Rekeying Data
IRVINE, Calif., April 5, 2006 - Kofax, the world's largest information capture vendor, today
announced the general availability of Adobe® LiveCycle™ Barcoded Forms 7.0 for Ascent Capture,
the world's most popular information capture application. Adobe LiveCycle Barcoded Forms
automates the capture of user-supplied data from “fill-and-print” interactive Adobe PDF forms using
proven two-dimensional (2D) barcode technology. In conjunction with Kofax's Ascent Capture,
when the barcode is successfully scanned, data is extracted from printed or faxed forms with 100
percent accuracy and routed directly to back-end enterprise applications.
Read the full news release.

Stellent Introduces Version 7.6 of its Sarbanes-Oxley Solution.
Version 7.6 offers new capabilities to further expedite financial compliance initiatives across the
global enterprise
EDEN PRAIRIE, MN, April 10, 2006 — Stellent, Inc. (Nasdaq: STEL), a global provider of content
management solutions, announced today the release of version 7.6 of the Stellent ® SarbanesOxley Solution, designed to help companies streamline their 404 and 302 processes for complying
with the Sarbanes-Oxley Act.
Read the full news release.
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Stellent Launches Universal Records Management
New enterprise records and retention management application is first to enable organizations to
apply records and retention policies, as well as legal discovery and holds, to all relevant content in
the enterprise
EDEN PRAIRIE, MN, March 28, 2006 —Stellent, Inc. (Nasdaq: STEL), a global provider of content
management solutions, announced today the launch of Stellent ® Universal Records Management
™, a new application built on a distributed architecture that enables companies to apply records
and retention policies in a consistent, legally defensible way across the enterprise.
Read the full news release.

Additional User Promotion for Existing Microsoft Dynamics GP™ Customers
Microsoft Dynamics™ customers are eligible to take advantage of an offer when they acquire
additional System Manager users for their existing ERP solution.
February 15 through June 16, 2006, Microsoft Dynamics GP (Professional & Standard) customers
can take advantage of the following promotion:
●
●

Buy 2 users at regular price, get the 3rd at half price
Buy 4 users at regular price, get the 5th for free

For offer details, please visit http://idtconsulting.com/library/index.htm#special or contact IDT
Consulting at 630.875.1100 or info@idtconsulting.com.
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